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The freshness
of natural plants

and the convenience
of the artificial.

ABOUT US

Preserved Plants USA is located in Washington, District of Columbia, from 
where we serve throughout the entire United States. 

Bringing this innovative concept of interior decoration from Europe in 2015, 
Preserved Plants USA became the No.1 Moss Walls Producer in United 
States, premier leader in the production and wholesale of preserved moss 
walls for interior commercial use. 

Our team of experienced project managers, sales executives, biophilic 
specialists, graphic designers, and consultants bring their expertise to provide 
best solutions to every client interaction. Clients across all 50 states trust 
our premiere quality moss to invigorate their spaces while increasing their 
efficiency, productivity and mood. 

Moss walls are the perfect recipe for a busy business world: zero maintenance 
needed and immunity to climate change typical of indoor places, such as 
lack of light, heat and A/C. In this way, it is possible to have REAL plants 
throughout the year in a closed setting, without having to use any water.  

Through plant preservation, the 
moss preserves its aspect and 

freshness for many years, 
with no need of 

soil, water or sunlight. 

No Water 
Zero Maintenance

No dust or bugs
No soil or growrth

Sound absorbing up to 90%
Low Carbon Footprint

LEED qualified
Live many years

PRESERVED PLANTS USA



MOSS WALLS VS. LIVING WALLS

There are several different ways to bring nature into your home or 
workplace. Over the years, living walls and most recently, moss walls 
have been the top choices for Americans and Europeans.  But both 
have distinguishing differences. In today’s blog post, we are breaking 
down the differences in cost and benefits between a moss wall and a 
living wall.

Both plants type walls have unique characteristics and dance to the 
beat of their drum, right? But which plant wall is the overall winner 
between a maintenance-free moss wall and a succulent leafy living 
wall? 

Reasons to choose a Preserved Moss Wall over a Living  Wall

Over a period of 5 years, the total cost of 100 sq ft of living wall is 
minimum $47,500, while the cost of a moss wall is a fraction of that.  
Moss walls live for many years without any maintenance and same 
100 sq ft cost approximately $6,800 or less. 

Cost

Are moss walls real plants?

YES. Preserved moss walls are made of real moss that has been treated with a 100% natural solution made mainly of glycerin 
to keep its freshness and aspect for many years without the need of water or fertilizer. Preserved moss is not the same as dried 
moss. While dried moss is dehydrated moss, crispy and likely to change its color over a short period of time and eventually disin-
tegrate, preserved moss will preserve its color and aspect for many years. 

People who spend most of their time working in urban cities don’t find much of a time to come into contact with nature. So, to 
feel the presence of nature, adding green art or hardy plants on workplace walls gives your mood a unique boost as well as aids 
concentration and productivity.

But let’s break it down and see what are the exact reasons why most people prefer moss wall installations over living walls: 

In 2020, preserved moss walls were in high demand due to the following reasons:

• Installation cost is cheaper than living walls (moss wall price varies from $68-$100 per sq ft)
• They do not require any kind of maintenance (like fertilization, watering, pruning or follow-up costs)
• They’re not subject to climatic attacks (lack of light, heat and A/C ) so it is possible to have quality plants throughout the 

year in a closed setting.
• Ideal for decorating boring walls into more artistic form
• Do not require daylight
• The moss is preserved using non-toxic, vegetable glycerine, and secured directly to sturdy material
• Moss wall barely require any dusting at all
• Add aesthetic value to real estate and also gets you points for LEED green building
• Gives the room a natural vibe.
• Do not need soil, water, or lighting
• Easy to customize, construct and assemble
• Available in any shape color and size options
• Allows logo integration. Moss logos are the newest trend in interior design
• Worth the money invested

FEATURES

100% natural moss and plants. We use a 
variety of mosses like reindeer moss, pole 
moss, sheet moss and foliage. All plants 
are eco-friendly and non-toxic. 

Preserved plants do not require any water. 
This characteristic differentiates preserved 
plants from the natural plants and living 
walls that require a complex irrigation 
system.

Moss is harvested without environmental 
impact, in harmony with nature and with 
maximum protection for the forest. 

Moss walls do not attract bugs. Insects are 
usually attracted to the moisture and soil 
in plants. But preserved moss walls do not 
have any kind of soil and they don’t need 
any water.

Fire retardant in accordance with 
EUROCLASS B, s2, d0 (EN13501)

Unlike artificial plants, preserved plants do 
not have static electricity, so they do not 
attract dust. We recommend you however 
to dust them occasionally, using a simple 
hairdryer.

Long lasting with no ongoing 
maintenance. Preserved plants do not 
require any maintenance for many years.

We offer fully preserved natural plant 
products that combine aesthetics 
with high-level acoustic and thermal 
absorbance.

Fully customizable. Logo integration 
possible. 

Preserved plants are not affected by the 
lack of light and do not require special 
lighting.  

Preserved moss walls are only for interior 
use. 

Our preserved plants contribute to several 
LEED credits (eg. BD+C, ID+C, O+M). The 
fiberboards can also be eligible for (MR 2; 
MR 4: MR 6; IEQ Credit 4.4).
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Soft and spongy 100% natural preserved reindeer moss. 
Modern, resilient, non-flat aspect, 2 inches thick moss that comes into 16 different colors. 
See specifications for more details

EVERGREEN MOSS
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Evergreen moss can be mounted on MDF panels or 
flexible panels with 100 % reindeer moss are perfect 
for simple self-installations. The natural moss pictures 
can be flat, convex or concave around objects or can 
be installed as moss wall. This leads to endless pos-
sibilities in decorating spaces with moss. Our moss 
pictures and moss walls are made of cleaned, specially 
preserved reindeer moss – the same moss as used for 
Evergreen, but the preserved moss is mounted on a 
flexible carrier.

The product does not require any light, irrigation or 
nurturing.

SUITABLE FOR 
STRAIGHT, CURVY or 
CUSTOM CUT WALLS

Moss walls. Commercial & residential. Special cuts.
Moss frames. Moss logo. Moss letters. Columns.

EVERGREEN MOSS & MOSS 
FLEXIBLE

Technical information

Product Real preserved reindeer moss mounted
on 1/8 MDF; Flexible: corrugated plastic 
sheet; cork

Sizes Always in custom-fit dimension, 
maximum panel size for cost-efficient 
shipping. 

Color Standard colors: Green shades - May 
Green 15 and Leaf Green 26; other colors 
available upon request

Thickness 1.5”-2.5”

Weight 4-5 lbs per sq ft. (including support panel)

Acoustics up to 90% sound-absorbing

Fire rating EN13501; B, s2, d0

Assembly Easy to self-assemble. The panels can be 
screwed directly to the wall on existing 
constructions or panels.

Preservation Glycerin 100% ecologically and 
biodegradable. Natural food dyes.  
Non-toxic

Uses Wall and ceiling design, room partition, 
furniture and object design.

Delivery 5-7 weeks. Expedited upon request.

Frame Moss edge optional.See details on pg. 11

Care No water. No trimming and ongoing 
maintenance. No dust. No insects. 

Our Evergreen moss panels and moss walls are made of naturally 
preserved reindeer moss. The moss is gathered in harmony with 
the nature and with maximum care for the environment. The 
preservation process is based on non-toxic and biodegradable 
solutions without any pollution. The individual florets keep a 
flexible structure through our preservation, which keeps the moss 
permanently soft and green. 

Color options:

For a more natural look, you can opt for a moss edge add on. 
In this case, extra moss is added on the margins to cover 
entirely the back panel, and the moss is pulled over the edges 
to create a frame effect of moss growing directly out of the wall.

• Regulate room 
climate

• Sound absorbing up 
to 90 %

• Fire retardant

Add ons

Evergreen moss premium with option moss on the 
side panels (moss frame)

PLANT SPECIFCATIONS, 
COLORS & ADD-ONs

For a more natural look, clients usually prefer our green shades: 
May 15, Leaf 26 or Apple Green 35. For other colors, we can 
provide them upon stock availability. Submit your request to us 
with your color inquiry.

Assembly
For secure and efficient transport, we cut the moss wall 
into panels. These are not tiles but have dimensions that 
vary based on your total wall sq footage. The panels are 
then screwed directly into the wall using a drilling gun or 
a stapler. We create these panels using top technology to 
ensure that upon installation the wall will have a seamleass 
look. 
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Doloribus est volores tiorrov itatem solumquis dollore 
explatetur, excea doluptatquis ut res eici voluptatur, 
offic tem lacerum, quam, enis ium fugitae aliqui volor 
sinvellest, volor molendest volectur sitatestibus et 
volupti aspient fuga. 

At doluptat accae re aspicientis adipid quia volupta 
voluptas ut debist, aut voluptat. Faccum aut aut mil is 

Unto doluptur repernatent occum cone cullut vitiist fugit diandaest
Con rero que porerum sim harum et as eium cus, totaturit quam quas deles

abor sum volent as nulparcia nam volorpo rpore, quiducia 
accabo. Ullorep edigeni hillam ut voloruptas etur, nes elen-
dis dolorpo. Udi non cus et quias alibusamus quiaecu.  
 
Aaliquat ut que eum fugitia comnimilicia imagnam faccati-
bus mod ut alique provid essimustrum fuga. Optatur? Quis 
vel illam quam aces nonsect emporem. Ximus vit, quatis alit 
ommo que seque simolecesto blaut 

MOSS LOGOS & 3D LETTERS
Preserved polemoss. Different sizes circles of bun moss coming together to create a 3D look. The natu-
ral green shades and variations of texture create a charming look for any interior. Size: 5-9 in. bun 
moss. Thickness of 1-2 inches.

GREENHILL MOSS
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Natural preserved sheet moss with accents of polemoss, leaves and foliage. Plant arrangement 
can differ based on client’s specifications. It is called forest moss because the plants and foliage 
from different species recall the feeling of being in a green forest.    

FOREST MOSS
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Green walls. Commercial & residential. Moss frames. 
Not recommended for high-traffic areas like malls. 

FOREST MOSS 

Technical information

Product Real preserved sheet moss with polemoss 
and foliage plants mounted on 1/8 MDF

Sizes Always in custom-fit dimension, 
maximum panel size for cost-efficient 
shipping. 

Color Green forest moss. Green leaves and 
foliage.

Thickness 1.5”-2.5”

Weight 4-5 lbs per sq ft. (including support panel)

Acoustics up to 90% sound-absorbing

Fire rating EN13501; B, s2, d0

Assembly Easy to self-assemble. The panels can be 
screwed directly to the wall on existing 
constructions or panels.

Preservation Glycerin 100% ecologically and 
biodegradable. Natural food dyes.  
Non-toxic

Uses Wall and ceiling design, furniture insert 
and straight panel design.

Delivery 5-7 weeks. Expedited upon request.

Frame None. Customer can install wood/
aluminium frame after. 

Care No water. No trimming and ongoing 
maintenance. No dust. No insects. 

Moss walls. Commercial & residential. Moss frames. 
Lobby and reception areas. 

GREENHILL MOSS 

Technical information

Product Real preserved polemoss mounted
on 1/8 MDF

Sizes Always in custom-fit dimension, 
maximum panel size for cost-efficient 
shipping. 

Color Natural green shades

Thickness 1”-2”

Weight 4-5 lbs per sq ft. (including support panel)

Acoustics up to 90% sound-absorbing

Fire rating EN13501; B, s2, d0

Assembly Easy to self-assemble. The panels can be 
screwed directly to the wall on existing 
constructions or panels.

Preservation Glycerin 100% ecologically and 
biodegradable. Natural food dyes.  
Non-toxic

Uses Wall and ceiling design, furniture insert 
and straight panel design.

Delivery 5-7 weeks. Expedited upon request.

Frame None. Customer can install wood/
aluminium frame after. 

Care No water. No trimming and ongoing 
maintenance. No dust. No insects. 



For quotes and inquiries call
202-892-3992

www.preservedplantsusa.com


